Gulu, Uganda
THE PROBLEM P R O P E R T Y G R A B B I N G
For a family living in poverty, a house and a small patch
of land are crucial sources of shelter, food and income.
But in Uganda, when a man dies, it is common for neighbors, relatives
and other community members to steal the home and property from his
widow and children—a devastating crime commonly known as property
grabbing. In northern Uganda, this crime has been exacerbated by
the Lord’s Resistance Army, which forced millions to flee their homes.
Families returned after having spent years in temporary camps only to
discover that their homes had been stolen by more powerful neighbors
who threatened violence. Police and courts are ill-equipped and often
slow to respond to the needs of these vulnerable families, particularly
widows and orphans.
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THE FACTS
More than 115
million widows
live in extreme
poverty around the world—
with half a billion children
depending on these widows
for survival.1
In Northern Uganda, 78% of
the population were either
forced to leave their land
altogether or were unable
to access it due to threats of
violence from the LRA.2
65% of the land in Northern
Uganda is currently disputed.3
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our first case
We intervene to help a widow being
threatened and forced off her land
by her late husband’s family.

2013

“Because of IJM I can now look at my two sons
each day. They are alive and well because of
IJM’s intervention.”

First suspect arrested
for property grabbing
Police arrest and charge the brotherin-law who was harassing our first
client and taking her rightful land.

–Benedetta, restored to her home with IJM’s advocacy
2014

How IJM Gulu Combats
Property Grabbing
We rescue widows and orphans from violence and help Local
Council leaders (the community-level representatives of the justice

first ijm client fully
restored
We measure a client’s “restoration”
through rigorous metrics to ensure
survivors are equipped with the
tools and long-term plan they need
to thrive.

system), police and courts restore the vulnerable families to the homes
that have been stolen from them. This can mean moving women and
children into safe houses while we work to stop the threats.
We bring criminals to justice by working with police and prosecutors
to take them to court. IJM attorneys help build strong cases by
gathering evidence that proves a widow’s rights and will expose the
criminal’s actions.
We restore survivors by providing counseling, ensuring that children
can go to school, and helping women begin income-generating
projects. Once families are safe on their land, we empower them
through training and by providing resources to rebuild their lives.
We strengthen justice systems by working with police, courts, land
authorities and other local leaders to dramatically improve the justice
system response to property grabbing so women and children are
safe. We also work with the media and churches to train communities
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